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1. Theory of Property:
Al-Mal in the Holy Qur’an and Sunnah
The word mal and its derivatives are mentioned 83
times in the Quran and in numerous hadith.

مجاحبااملالوحتبون :تعاىلقال
أوالدهموالأمواهلمتعجبكفال

The Prophet
.الصاحلللمرءالصاحلاملالنعم

The Qur’an and the Sunnah do not specifically define 
what mal is.

Literally: 

The meaning of the word mal includes all 
things which can be acquired, possessed, 

and owned by individuals.

Linguistically, things which are not 
possessed or secured such as free air and 

the heat, the heat from the sun or the 
light from the moon, are not considered 

property or mal.

knowledge, health, honour, or intelligence, 
are also not properties as they cannot be 

possessed



1- Based on the value 
of property according 
to Shari’ah: 

Valuable and non-valuable properties

• Valuable (Mutaqāwim) property includes all 
permissible things in Shari’ah, and things that can 
be possessed and secured.

• Non-valuable property, includes all those things, 
which are prohibited by the Shari’ah: wine, pork... 
and things which cannot be possessed: birds in the 
sky, fish in the sea, and minerals inside the earth.

Classification of Property



2- Based on stability 
and instability: 
Movable and 
Immovable Property

• Two views whether a certain property is considered 
movable or immovable:

 Immovable property (‘aqar) includes land and 
anything that is permanently fixed to it or those 
properties which if moved they may change. such 
as buildings, trees.

Movable property is a property that can be moved
from one place to another. Such us money, animals, 
books, car, etc.



3. Based on similarity: 
Similar and Dissimilar 
Property

• Similar (mithli) or homogenous property refers to 
those things which have an equal quantity of 
something similar to them in the market. 

Such as: money, rice, wheat, corn, barley, salt, oil, and 
etc.
• homogenous property are usually four types:

1- weight  الموزونات: gold, silver.
2- measures  المكیالت: grain, oil 
3- numbers المعدودات: eggs, orange
4- measurement الذراعیات such as meters: Fabrics, 

carpet
• Dissimilar or non-homogenous (qimi) property is a 

property the like of which could not be found in 
markets or when it is found dissimilarities would 
still exist. 

• They include all those properties which cannot be 
exchanged by weight or measurement of capacity 
such as land, houses, animals, trees, precious 
stones, used cars or books, hand-written books and 
etc.



4. Based on Surviving: 
Usable and Perishable 
Property

 Usable (Isti’māli) property is a property that would 
remain even after if is used such as land, car, cloth, 
books.

 perishable (Istihlāki) property is a property which 
does not survive once it is consumed.

Ex: food, water, petrol, paper and money are 
considered perishable properties as they could 
only be used once.

 Perishable properties are most of the time 
homogeneous properties. While dealing with these 
properties it is necessary to observe certain 
conditions in order to avoid the possibility of ribā.



5. Based on Cash 
(nuqūd) and Goods 
(‘urūdh)

• Nuqūd refers to gold, silver, and currencies which 
are countable, while ‘urūdh refers to those 
merchandise goods which are not measurable. 

• The examples of ‘urudh are silk or cotton 
cloth, watches, computers

• According to Malikis in partnership contract 
partners may contribute goods.

• Other school do not agree and argue that all 
partners must contribute in cash. 

• However in mudhārabah contracts all fiqh
schools agree that the provider of the capital 
(sāhib al-mal) must contribute in cash and not
in kind.



6. Based on 
Intellectual Property 
(Intangible Property)

• Intellectual properties: literary and artistic works, 
inventions, designs, registered trademarks, trade 
secretes and confidential information that could 
not be disclosed without permission. 

• Intellectual works are the outcome of tremendous 
research and efforts carried out by the scientists or 
the authors.

• An intellectual work as such is the property of the 
one who made it as he has the right to benefit
from his labour. This right is protected by law and 
others cannot take and use a certain property 
without its owner’s permission.



Engagement 
Activities

1. What is your view on modern forms of wealth 
(mal)? Present with examples. 

2. How do you identify intangible assets such as 
usufruct in modern transactions? Justify with 
examples

3. Are perishable and homogeneous properties 
alike? How the possibilities of usury should be 
observed in dealing with these properties?



2. The Theory of Right (Haqq) and 
Obligation (Dayn)

• Haq literally means proper, right, true, authentic, valid, established, a just claim, 
confirmed as a truth, duty, or an obligation. 

• The jurists define haq as “a prescription acknowledged by the Shari’ah that gives 
authority or right and assigns responsibility or duty”. 

• This definition includes both the rights of Allah and the rights of humans.
• The source that confers right or imposes an obligation is Shari’ah



The Pillars of Right

• The owner of the right (sāhib al-haq) 
which could be Allah, humans, or 
institutions.

• The subject (mahal al-haq) on which 
a right is exercised . Ex: debt, 
property.

• The person who is under the 
obligation (man ‘alayhi al-haq). Ex: 
the borrower is under obligation to 
return his debt.



Classification of 
Rights

Rights can be classified in different ways:
1. The rights of Allah and the rights of 

humans 
2. Financial and non-financial rights
3. Rights over a person and rights over 

a property
4. Rights can be waived and those 

that cannot be waived
5. Heritable and non-heritable rights



1. THE RIGHTS OF 
ALLAH AND THE 
RIGHTS OF 
HUMANS 

• A- The rights of Allah (haqqullah): 

• They refer to rights that he has upon his 
creatures.

• The rights of Allah are divided into two main 
groups: 

• exclusive rights of Allah: include his rights on 
human beings to worship him, to obey his laws, 
and to pay zakat and penances. Ex: Obey 
commands and avoid prohibitions

• rights, which, are intended for public interest
and are not specifically assigned to any 
individual. These are called the rights of Allah 
as they are beneficial to the community or the 
public at large. Ex: mineral wealth, rivers, 
forests etc.



2. FINANCIAL AND 
NON-FINANCIAL 
RIGHTS: 

• Financial rights (al-Haq al-māli): are those that are 
related to property or its usufruct or rights that may 
arise from commercial transactions.

• Ex: a tenant has a right to stay in a house which he 
has rented.

• A lender in loan contract has the right to claim his 
loan.

• Intellectual properties: copyrights, trade logos and 
franchises

• Options of defect, or conditions or inspections
• Modern derivatives and options
• Hiwalah: Tradability is one of the important issues 

concerning financial rights i.e a creditor could sell 
his debt at a discount to the debtor himself but 
not to a third person. 

• Non-financial rights are those, which are not related to 
property such as the rights of parents, the rights of 
minors, the rights of husband and wife , custody, the 
rights of citizens, authorities or the states. 



3. RIGHTS OVER 
PERSONS AND 
RIGHTS OVER 
PROPERTY

A- The Rights over Persons
• Rights over humans are those that the Shari’ah

has assigned to one person over another. Ex: 
the parties to a contract of sale are under 
obligations to exchange the sold item and the 
price.

• A debtor is under obligation to settle his debt
to the creditor and a husband is under 
obligation to provide maintenance to his wife. 

• The right over a person is on the shoulder 
(dhimmah) of another person, it does not
depend on the existence of a property. Ex: the 
right of a creditor over a debtor is not 
terminated if the sold item is destroyed  

• The right over a person cannot be claimed
from another person



4. RIGHTS THAT CAN 
BE WAIVED AND 
RIGHTS THAT 
CANNOT BE WAIVED:

• Rights of Allah cannot be waived.
• All rights of humans or private rights 

can be waived.
• There are certain Humans rights that 

cannot be waived:
• Future rights cannot be waived: a 

partner could not waive his right of 
pre-emption in a property, which is not 
offered for sale.

• WHY?? these rights have not yet come 
into existence, they cannot be waived.



5. HERITABLE AND 
NON-HERITABLE 
RIGHTS:

• Heritable Rights like:  
• Rights intended to serve the purpose of 

guarantee can be inherited. Ex: a pledged 
property can be kept by the heirs of the 
pledgee after the latter dies.

• Rights related to immovable property (huqūq
al-irtifāq) such as the right of water or the right 
of way can be inherited. 

• These are rights that follow the land and are 
included in it. Anyone who inherits or owns the 
land also owns these rights.

• Options of determination or defects can be 
inherited as subservient to the property itself. 

• Options of conditions or inspections can not be 
inherited among Hanafi and Zahiri. According 
to majority can be inherited. 



MISUSE OR ABUSE 
OF RIGHTS:

• If a person does something which is 
not his right, this is considered 
injustice. However, if he does some 
action which is his right, but he does it 
in an improper way, it is considered the 
misuse of right. 

• Person has to exercise his right in a 
proper way that will not harm others 
and it should be in accordance with 
Shari`ah teachings. 



Definition of Private 
Ownership:

• “It refers to a right over property, which excludes others 
and enables the owner to make use of the property itself 
or its usufruct”.

• However, in certain situations a person could be restrained 
from exercising ownership right over his property. i.e
minority, insanity, prodigality (sufha) and bankruptcy. 

3. The Theory of Ownership



Causes for the 
Acquisition of 
Ownership:

A person may acquire ownership of property through three 
ways:
1- Contracts: like contract of sale, gift, donation, will, 
partnership (sharikah).

2- Inheritance: in contracts a person becomes the owner of 
a property intentionally, in inheritance a person becomes 
the owner of a property by operation of law.
3- The rule of first possession of natural resources: like: 
hunting, exploitation, application of labor to natural 
resources like trees cut down from a forest.



Division of Private 
Ownership

Private ownership is divided into two divisions: complete 
and incomplete ownership.
1- Complete Ownership: It is an ownership over a certain 

property and its usufruct, which entitles the owner to all 
the legal rights. The owner has complete authority to use, 
exploit, or appropriate his property in a lawful way. (sale, 
gift , donation, waqf...).

2- Incomplete ownership: it is divided into 3 types: 
ownership over rights included in a land, ownership over 
property, and ownership over usufruct. 



The Characteristics of 
Ownership over 
Usufruct

1- Unlike complete ownership, it is restricted to time, place, and 
conditions and it is temporary.

2- A beneficial owner could also be subjected to certain 
conditions and restrictions concerning the use of the property. 

3- A beneficial ownership in non-transferable upon death to the 
heirs according to Hanafi, however, according to majority of fiqh
schools, usufruct  is a type of property. 

4- Contract in ownership over usufruct is trust contract, If the 
property is destroyed or becomes defective, a beneficial 
ownership is not held responsible unless negligence is proven.

5- A beneficial owner is not responsible for the maintenance
expenses of the leased property.  If ownership over usufruct  is 
obtained through a borrowing (I’ārah) the borrower is 
responsible for maintenance expenses of the borrowed 
property.



Restrictions on 
Ownership Rights

• The right to own property is not an absolute right but it is 
subject to certain conditions.

• Restrictions relate to acquisition of ownership:
• A person cannot acquire ownership rights over public

properties as they are meant to benefit all.
• He cannot own prohibited things such as wine, pigs, etc as 

they are not considered property in Shari’ah.

• In acquiring ownership over other properties, a Muslim is 
bound to observe certain limitations. For instance, he has 
to avoid unlawful means of earning such as usury, 
gambling, trade in haram goods, cheating, corruption, 
stealing and unlawfully taking others property.



Restrictions relate to utilizations
• Muslim is commanded to spend his wealth for the sake of Allah and help his nears of kin and the 

poor by giving them their due, charities and zakāt.

• He is also prohibited from wastage.
• A Muslim must invest his wealth in a useful way that would boast the economy and create job 

opportunities to others.
• The owner is free to exercise his right over his property. However, he must use his right in a 

permissible way that would not violate other people’s right.

For example, no one is allowed to raise his building to obstruct light and air from reaching his 
neighbours.
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The Theory of Contract (al-’Aqd)
Pillars of Contract

I. Expression (Offer and Acceptance)
• Conditions of Expression

1. Clarity
2. Conformity of offer with 
acceptance
3. Continuity between and offer 
and acceptance

II. The Parties to a Contract
I. Expression (Offer and 

Acceptance)
II. The Parties to a Contract
III. The Object or Subject Matter 

of a Contract

• a. Passive or Receptive Capacity 
(ahliyyah al-wujūb)

• b. Active or Legal Capacity 
(Ahliyyah al-adā)

III. The Object or Subject Matter of 
a Contract

• Four Conditions for the Subject 
Matter



Definition of 
Contract (‘aqd)

• The word ‘aqd (contract) in Arabic language 
means: tying tightly, as in tying a rope. Arabs 
used the word to speak about firm belief or 
determination.

• They used to say ‘aqd al yamīn to mean ‘give 
an oath’. Along the same line is ‘adqat al 
nikāh meaning a marriage contract.

• The word ‘aqd also carries the meaning of 
obligations, as used in the first verse of Surāh 
al-Mā’idah. O ye who believe! Fulfill your 
obligations.

• In Islamic jurisprudence the word contract is 
used to mean “a legally binding obligation, 
which has consequences for its subject”.



❑ According to Islamic Law a promise may not be legally enforced although it is strongly recommended by 
religious and moral values to be fulfilled. (Surāh al-Saff 61:2).

❑ Therefore a breach of promise to marry does not give a cause of action according to Shari'ah.

❑ However, in certain circumstances a promise may become legally binding. 

❑ promise is widely used by Islamic banks in B.B.A. and murābahah transactions.

❑ When the bank relies on the promise and purchases the property, the customer is under an obligation 
to purchase the property from the bank based on the promise which he has made

❑ A contract must be recognized by law and legally binding. An agreement to destroy certain goods or to 
steal some property is not recognized by law and as such unenforceable.

❑ In Islamic law aqd could be used in its broader sense and may include all legal undertakings or 
obligations. These undertaking may be made unilaterally such as creation of endowment (waqf) or 
writing off loans (ibra). Aqd also could include bilateral contracts or agreements such as sale, rent, 
mortgage and partnership. 



Pillars of Contract 
(Arkān)

• “Rukn what is considered to be 
necessary for a thing to exist, and it is 
part of it” .

• Consent is the cause for the existence 
of a certain contract. If either party to 
a contract does not give his consent
the contract does not exist. 

• The Prophet is narrated to have said: 
“It is unlawful to take the property of 
a Muslims except by his consent”.

• consent is a hidden phenomenon and 
unless expressed .



 Consent can be known through: an offer (ijāb) and acceptance (qabūl) by the parties .
 According to Hanafis, a contract stands on two pillars which are offer and acceptance. 

 According to Hanafis, the elements of ‘aqd include anything that manifests the meeting of two 
intentions either through conduct, action or writing.

 Some other matters are not considered as pillars of a contract however their existence is necessary. 
For example it is necessary that there must be contracting parties in order to have ijāb & qabūl. 
Similarly there must be the subject matter upon which the parties have the agreement to indicate 
that there is the meeting of two intentions.



Hanafi Ijāb

Qabūl

Sighah Ijāb

Majority                                                                       Qabūl

Contracting  Parties  

Subject Matter

Pillars of 
contract

Pillars of 
contract

 According to The majority of the Fiqh 
Schools, pillars of contract are three:

1- Expression (sīghah), which includes 
offer and acceptance.

2- The party, or the parties (al-‘āqidān).
3- The subject matter (mahal al-‘aqd) or 

the property on which a contract is 
concluded.



I. Expression (Ijāb and 
Qabūl) (Sīghah)

Mutual consent of parties is the basis for formation of a 
contract.

However consent is an intangible mental fact. Therefore this 
intention must be manifested in sufficient form of 
words/conduct that indicates a definite intention to contract.

Sīghah is “a method to manifest the intention to contract. It 
consists of ijāb & qabūl”.

The contract is concluded when the connection between the 
ijāb (offer) and qabūl (acceptance) takes place.



 According to the Hanafis, offer is a statement that comes from the party who first expresses his consent
and this could be from the buyer or the seller. The latter is considered (qabūl). 

 The majority of the Fiqh Schools, offer is a statement that comes from the seller who as an owner of a 
property. qabūl is made by the buyer or the person to whom the subject matter of the contract is 
addressed regardless as to whether this comes first or later .

 (if the first statement comes from the buyer and the second statement comes from the seller the latter is 
considered offer while the former is ‘acceptance’).

 For instance: if a buyer in a sale contract offers to buy the goods from the seller by saying: “I bought this 
book from you for ringgit 100”. To which the seller replied: “I sold that book to you for ringgit 100”.

 In this situation, according to Hanafis’ view, it was the buyer who has said the ijāb being the first person 
who manifested the intention to contract. On the other hand, according to the others’ view, the word of 
seller is the ijāb since he was the owner of the book.



Forms of Expressing Consent:
 The most obvious form through which consent could be expressed is through spoken words or 

verbal communication.

 Any phrase and words are acceptable as long as they reflect the intention of the offer or to make an 
offer. However, the words used should show a definite intention to form a particular contract.

 Words should also indicate whether the contract made by the parties is a sale, waqf, rent or a 
mortgage contract.

 Both present and past tense may be used to express a valid offer while words used to show 
intention to offer in future or to ask for confirmation are not enough.



 For example the phrase “I will sell the house to you” only indicates a promise to sell in the future 
and is not a contract.

 A contract may also be concluded by writing .

 For instance: when an e-mail sent offering a specific object for sale for a specific price, this amounts 
to a valid offer which will be binding on the offer.

 A person who cannot express his consent verbally may do so by gestures. For dumb people, a sign or 
gesture is equal to speech.



 A contract may also be concluded by action: 
 (the seller delivers the commodity to the buyer without any expression of words):

 In Fiqh it is known as “mu‘ātah”, “ta‘āti” or “murāwadah”. This simply refers to the conduct of a 
seller, displaying commodity for sale attached to its price and pays the seller the price.

 customarily this indicates that the parties consented to the transaction
 Exchange of offer and acceptance through modern means of communication such as fax and the 

internet is included under writing.

 It can be also concluded through Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) .
 Machines that dispenses food and drink or coins are considered to be written exchanges.



Conditions of Offer and 
Acceptance

1- Clarity: The words used in offer and acceptance should 
clearly indicate and express the consent of the parties with 
certainty. 

2- Conformity of Offer with Acceptance:
For example when a seller offers to sell two computers for 
RM 3000 the buyer should accept the offer and buy both 
computers for RM 3000. He cannot buy one of the 
computers for RM 1500.
3- Continuity between Offer and Acceptance: which means 
acceptance should reach the offer within particular time or 
in the same session of contract (Majlis al’aqd).



II. The Parties to a 
Contract (Contracting 
Parties)

• The contracting parties are the parties who exercise the sīghah of 
ijāb & qabūl. 

• In order to conclude a valid contract, the contracting parties must 
have legal capacity (ahliyyah).

• Definition of Ahliyyah: literally means capacity or competence.

• Technically, it has been defined by Muslim jurists as “The 
eligibility of a person to establish right for and obligation 
upon himself”.

• a person may not have the requisite legal capacity to conclude 
transactions but he may still receive rights and obligations. A child
or a lunatic person, for instance, cannot conclude contracts but are 
entitled to receive their share of inheritance and are obliged to pay 
for the necessities bought for them through their guardians.



Types of 
Capacities 
(Ahliyyah)

Muslim jurists have therefore recognized two types of 
capacities: 

1- Ahliyyah al-wujūb  or  Receptive (passive) capacity 

2- Ahliyyah al-adā’ or Active Capacity  

Al-Ahliyah

Receptive (passive) capacity            Active Capacity                                
ahliyyah al-wujūb Ahliyyat al-adā’



1- Ahliyyah al-Wujūb: 

“it  refers to the capacity of a person to receive rights and obligations”.

It is possessed by all living human beings (Humanity or life)

Types of Ahliyyah al-Wujūb

Ahliyyah al-Wujūb

Incomplete                                     Complete



Fetus: is entitled to certain essential, beneficial rights: There are 4 rights granted:
1- a fetus has the right to be attributed to his parents.

2- He is also entitled to receive his share of inheritance .
3- He is also entitled to receive his share in a will (wasiyyah) .
4- He is also entitled to receive his share in waqf.

- but a fetus is entitled to these rights only when it is born alive .

A- Incomplete receptive capacity is a type of capacity that enables a person to receive 
only rights but not obligations (positive).

This capacity is established to a fetus . 

Fetus is part of the mother as it does not have an independent personality.



B- Complete Receptive Capacity: it refers to a capacity through which a person receives rights and 
obligations.

⮚ A person acquires this capacity after his birth and retains it until his death.

The example of this is Children with guardians:
⮚ They receive rights and obligations as the guardians are acting on their behalf. They can enter into

the contracts of sale, or gift through their guardians.
⮚ They are also under obligations to pay zakāt, zakāt fitr (on his property) or to pay for the damage 

which they inflicted on others properties.

⮚ Hanafis consider zakat as a form of worship and argue that a child is not obliged to pay zakat as he is 
not obliged to pray since he has not attained the age of major. 

⮚ The obligations a child receives does not include criminal liabilities as he cannot be punished for 
crimes he commits. 



It refers to: “The ability of a person to manage his 
wealth and exercise his rights and undertake 
obligations in a manner recognized by the 
Shari’ah”.

- the principal elements for the capacity of 
performance (ahliyyah al-adā) are:

- The puberty and 
- The intellectual standard that a person has 

attained. This enables him to distinguish between 
useful and harmful, profitable and unprofitable 
things or transactions. 

2- Ahliyyah al-’Adā
(Active (legal) 
Capacity)



Ahliyyah al-Adā’ could be

Incomplete Complete

A- incomplete active capacity: a child between the age of eight and the age of
puberty (age of puberty is 15 according to major)

- He has a incomplete capacity to attain rights and responsibility.
- A child in this age group is called sabi al-mumaiyyiz or a child who could

distinguish between good and bad.



B- Complete Active Capacity: Complete capacity to 
acquire rights & responsibilities. He can enter to any 
‘aqd without the need to get any one’s approval. 
(Bāligh/Major).

- the principal elements for the complete active 
capacity are the puberty and the intellectual standard 
that a person has attained. This enables him to 
distinguish between useful and harmful, profitable 
and unprofitable things or transactions. 



III. The Object or the 
Subject matter of the 
Contract

Muslim jurists had laid down four conditions for the 
subject matter:
1. It must be in existence at the time of the contract
2. It can be delivered
3. It should be precisely determined
4. It must be suitable for transactions according to 

Shari'ah



1. The subject matter must exist
 Islamic law requires that subject matter must be in existence at the time when an ‘aqd

is concluded. Otherwise an ‘aqd is void, even if the subject matter would exist in the 
future.

 The wisdom behind this prohibition is the possibility of gharar or risk that is associated 
with the sale of the subject, which is not in existence. 

 Therefore the sale of the animal fetus yet to be born while it is still in the mother’s 
womb is void if the mother is not part of the sale.

 Exception is given to bay al-salam (forwarding contract), bay al-istisnā (contract of 
manufacture) he cannot put the money unless we willing to pay so it need a 
confirmaton. So how? We will have to pay the deposit as a promise that we will buy the 
house, ijārah (contract of hire) based on necessity and customs.



2. The subject matter can be delivered.
 Islamic law requires that subject matter must be able to be delivered 

to the contracting parties. Otherwise an ‘aqd is void.
 Hence, it is void to sell a bird on the sky, fish in the sea or runaway 

horse.



3. The subject matter should be precisely determined
 Islamic law requires that subject matter must be precisely determined and 

known to contracting parties. Sufficient knowledge about the subject matter is 
necessary to avoid future disputes.
For instance: The genus, species, quality, and quantity should be clearly 
described. 

⮚ If the seller describes goods to be sold as being of a certain quality, and the 
goods upon inspection proves to be of inferior quality or value, the law allows 
the purchaser an option whether to cancel the sale under the “option of 
misrepresentation” or to accept the goods.



4. The subject matter must be legal.
 Islamic law requires that subject matter must be of commercial 

value, otherwise an ‘aqd is void.
 Therefore the sale of the wine, blood, pork is void even if these 

articles are of value to others or according to civil law.
 Similarly, the sale of items that can not be secured or possessed, 

such as fish in the sea, bird in the air, etc, But once possessed, it can 
become the subject matter of transaction.



Thank You 
Wassalam
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